Autumn Term Curriculum 2016 - Year 7
English

Maths

Class reader - Holes - by Louis Sachar. Developing knowledge of
character, skimming and scanning, tension, cause and effect.
Inference and deduction, point, evidence and explain mood and
imagery.
Transition unit - Number/algebra
number
sequences

Shape and measures/angles

Writing: Roald Dahl Day - writing in his style. Newspaper
report/persuasive writing.
Handling data/probability, key
processes

Fractions, decimals, percentages,
ratio, proportion

Science

Living systems - cells, skeletal and muscular systems

Particles - changes in state, dissolving and separation

History

Medieval realms - capture and control - a study of major features of
Britains Medieval past.

The development of the monarchy and significant events

Geography

Population and Migration - a study of factors influencing population
distribution,how populations change and what influences migration

Population and migration - a study of factors influencing population
distribution, how populations change and what influences migration

Drawing - Using shape, form, tone, perspective and composition.

Painting, collage, mixed media - analysing stylised art forms such as
Cubism.

Art
Design &
Technology
French
Spanish
Music

7A: Resistant materials - bookends, 7V: 3D textiles
Talking about likes and dislikes, using regular 'er verbs & avoir,
describing yourself and others
Introductions

Numbers to 31

PSHCE

Describing families

Talking about pets

Jazz - Understanding and demonstrating the conventions of jazz by
performing and composing as individuals and as a class

Teeball/ Fitness

Hockey/ leadership

Rugby/ Paralympic games

Football/ Dodgeball/Benchball

Games
Computing

Understanding adjectival agreements, talking about food, schools in
France. Christmas and winter celebrations

Blues - understanding the history and features. Developing
improvisation and ensemble skills

PE

RE

Alphabet / classroom vocabulary

7A: Resistant materials - bookends, 3D sculptured lamp shades
7V: 3D Textiles/food technology

Who am I?
E-safety
Democracy

Chriistianity and Sikhism
Multi-media presentations
Self awareness/feelings

Sikhism

Christmas

Refining internet search techniques, researching specific projects
Self awareness and awareness of diversity

